
Template and Layout Options

• Basic Explanation 

1. Fixed- A fixed layout in web design is one that uses a unit of measurement that does not 
depend on other factors, such as the size of the font or the dimensions of the browser 
window, to determine the width of a web page. To put it another way, the website appears 
with a constant size no matter how big the browser window is, or what sort of font is chosen 
for the page. This layout measures in pixels.  More information below

2. Hybrid- Hybrid layouts are basically layouts that use a combination of different units of 
measurement to specify the width of various columns on the site.

3. Liquid- A layout which is percentage based. More information below

4. Absolutely- Measured in pixels and outer columns do not change in size.  Independent divs.

5. Elastic- Site layout size changes to keep relative to the font size. More information below

• Possible Advantage of Using Em measurement for Your Relative Layout

If the column on your web page contains only words, with no pictures or other elements, and 
your visitor specifies a larger font for the page, your page will appear to be perfectly zoomed 
in, with every sentence appearing in the exact relative location you designed it. That is, if you 
have a sentence that says "This sentence spans from the left margin to the right" that occupies 
the entire width of the column when you designed it, it will continue to occupy the entire width 
in the user's resized window. It will not have some portions of it moved to the next line or 
anything, since both the width and the text that appears is tied to the font size. 

• Detailed Explanation and Examples

For years we were all used to table designs and simple html pages. Most screen resolutions were 
around 800x600 or 1024x768 so web designers did well enough with the so called 760px or 
960px fixed layout. With the new monitors came bigger resolutions reaching 1920x1080px. The 
old 800x600 and 1024x768 were 4:3 screen size, while the new 1440x900 and 1920x1080 are 
16:9 screen type. Meaning you can have wider layouts. To add some more issues, layouts should 
be readable by Smartphones, so it's a jungle out there when it comes to creating a layout with a 
consistent user experience regardless of the device used for browsing.



- The fixed layout

A typical fixed layout is center aligned, 960px wide and works on 1024x768 screen resolutions. 
Being a fixed layout it means that the content that you create inside this wrapper will not be 
bigger than 960px and if the user has a bigger resolution, the content area will appear in the 
center of the screen. To center align the layout you need to set the left and right margins to auto 
for the container DIV.

Advantages:

• With a fixed layout most of the things are safe: if you increase the font size or a div 
inside, the layout's width will not increase.

• Fixed layouts work the same on all browsers (including IE6) and it's easy to calculate the 
correct size for the content inside

Downsides:

• If you create a 960px layout, it's going to look awful on a 1680x1050 resolution.
• The 960px layout will have horizontal scroll for the older 800x600 resolution.

 

 



- The liquid layout

A liquid layout is percentage based. In other words, a 100% width layout will span to the entire 
screen, regardless of the user's resolution. When using a liquid layout the content will take 
advantage of all the available space which is good if you have a lot of text. As a best practice for 
keeping the layout readable, you should set a max width and min width: for example the min 
width 960px means the layout will not shrink below the 1024x768 resolutions and the max width 
1260px will not let the layout get bigger than the 1400px screen resolution. If you started the 
layout as a liquid layout and want the rows inside also liquid (adjust themselves to the screen 
resolution and keep proportions) then all the divs inside are calculated as a percentage of their 
parents. You can as well mix fixed columns with liquid columns.

Advantages:

• If you do the layouts right they will acomodate very different screen resolutions
• Liquid layouts are great for lots and lots of content

Downsides:

• The biggest problem with the fluid layout is to maintain readability in all screen 
resolutions: images don't resize and you could end up with too much content cluttered 
and very little white space.

• Text lines might stretch to the point they become un-readable for example if you have a 
line of text that is over 1000px wide.

• Max width and min width don't work on IE6
 

 



- The Elastic Layout

The elastic layouts are relative proportionally to the text or font size. Meaning if you increase the 
text size, then the section containing the text measured in ems will increase as well. If you use 
correctly the elastic measurements you'll get a stable layout. Everything inside the layout will be 
resized at the same rate.

Advantages:

• Works best for sites where accessibility for visually impaired people is important
Downsides:

• Becomes messy if there are no limits to how much the layout size can increase
• Difficult to calculate the available sizes in pixels

Resources:
1. http://www.thesitewizard.com/webdesign/liquid-elastic-fixed-relative-layout.shtml 

2. http://www.extendstudio.com/tableless-css-layouts-for-dreamweaver/fixed-elastic-liquid-CSS-
layouts.html 
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